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Treasurer's Report – Innes Tarren
This year has seen a deficit of £588, principally due to expenses
relating to the Borough Council elections in May 2019 and ongoing
annual costs relating to the website which was set up last year. Income
also reduced over 2018, with a reduction in advertising revenue
(entirely due to timing differences in 2018) and a decrease in
subscriptions.
On the whole, our costs have been increasing over the last few years,
with elections in three of the past four years and enhanced
communications with residents through the improved Bulletins, the
new NRA website and social media.
Your committee has therefore decided to increase the annual
subscriptions to £3, which is in line with most other RAs in the
borough.
We would be most grateful if you could renew your membership of
the Association for this year, or become a member if you are not one
already, by putting your £3 subscription in the envelope provided and
returning it to your Area Representative.
Nonsuch Ward update
Councillor Chris Frost
Licensing and Planning Policy Committee
The committee met in November. We received the
results of the public consultation on the draft
Statement of Community Involvement (SCI). The
SCI sets out how local residents, businesses etc. can
be involved when the Council prepares planning
policies and determines planning applications.
Following the consultation some amendments were
made and the SCI adopted.
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As part of the emerging Local Plan, the committee looked at our
Growth and Housing Strategy. We heard about the need for more
schools, improved transport links and increased healthcare provision
and agreed principles to drive the strategic direction of development.
These are:
• Character of the Borough. Planning policies should support the
“desirability of maintaining an area’s prevailing character and
setting” (NPPF para 122(d). In addition, developments should
“function well and add to the overall quality of the area ... [be]
visually attractive … sympathetic to local character, including
the surrounding built environment and landscape setting …
[and] create places ...with a high standard of amenity for
existing and future users” (NPPF para 127).
•

The focus for Development. Housing development will be
focussed in the following locations: Epsom Town Centre; Other
centres and stations; Principal movement corridors; Strategic
employment sites; Intensification of the urban area; Urban
edge of green belt.

•

Design. Design Policies will require developers to deliver
design quality with an emphasis on green and family friendly,
ensuring that each development is ‘of Epsom’ reflecting the
local character and setting.

•

Heights and Density. Policies will also address the density and
height of developments placing a height/storey restriction
which reflects each locality’s character and setting based on
the NPPF.

•

Climate Change. The Local Plan policies will reflect the
Council’s commitments in the Environmental Action Plan
(Climate Change Action Plan).

•

Infrastructure. Policies will address the issues of necessary
infrastructure to ensure new developments are sustainable.
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cancer hospital. The other two options would be for the new facility to
be at Epsom Hospital or St Helier Hospital. An additional urgent
treatment centre is also proposed on the Sutton Hospital site if it were
to be the location of the new hospital facility.
Also published are the detailed assessments of site options which
resulted in Sutton scoring as the highest for the location of the new
hospital facility, called the ‘specialist emergency care hospital’.
Services provided at this ‘specialist emergency care hospital’ would
include A&E, critical care, emergency surgery, births in hospital and
inpatient children’s beds. The proposals explain that Sutton would
have the greatest benefit for the most people, the least overall impact
on travel for older people and those from deprived communities, while
also having the smallest increase in average travel time for the most
people. A new facility at Sutton would be the easiest and fastest to
build – taking around four years, rather than up to seven for the other
two options of the specialist emergency care hospital being built at
Epsom or St Helier.
The funding for the Epsom and St Helier Trust, announced nationally in
September 2019, would address major workforce, buildings and
financial pressures: including a lack of doctors and health specialists,
and mounting costs to keep repairing buildings older than the NHS
itself, and fund temporary staff. No decisions would be made on the
future of Epsom and St Helier Hospitals until the Spring/Summer when
Clinical Commissioning Groups (CCGs) would consider the views of
local people gathered during the consultation exercise, and all the
clinical and financial evidence before making any decisions.
CCGs have organised public events to share information on proposed
options, answer specific questions from the public, and invite and
listen to feedback and encourage people to respond to the
consultation questionnaire. One public listening event remains:
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Improving Healthcare Together 2020-2030
NHS Surrey Downs, Sutton and Merton CCGs
Councillor Frost’s report outlines the proposals for the future of NHS
healthcare for Epsom and Ewell residents. At Prime Minister’s
Question Time on 26 February Mitcham and Morden MP, Siobhain
McDonagh, voiced her opposition to the preferred option set out by
the CCGs. You can therefore see that the proposals are set for intense
debate.
Have your say by taking part in the CCGs’ public consultation.
A copy of the questionnaire, the summary and full consultation
documents and more detail about events and consultation activity can
all be found on their website at:
https://improvinghealthcaretogether.org.uk/consultation/
In addition to the website and listening events, the CCGs are also
publicising the consultation through:
• Pop-up stalls in busy places: to raise awareness of the
consultation, share information and encourage people to ask
questions and complete the consultation questionnaire.
• Funding voluntary groups: to help communities with various
protected characteristics and seldom heard groups engage with
the consultation.
• Targeted outreach work: engagement activities with groups
such as older people and deprived communities as well as seldom
heard groups like people with learning disabilities.
• Telephone surveys: based on the questions within the
consultation questionnaire and will target a representative range
of views from the combined geographies and neighbouring areas
of those who may not otherwise contribute to the consultation.
The consultation period opened on Wednesday 8 January and will
close on Wednesday 1 April 2020.
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Councillor Christine Howells
Climate change
It is now generally accepted that there is an urgent
need to address the serious issue of climate change
across the globe. A cross-party motion at Council
agreed that a climate change action plan would be
developed, with challenging targets to cut our
environmental impact and take steps to be eventually
carbon neutral.
The action plan is now in place and being put into practice. It will be
constantly reviewed and expanded to ensure that it is robust and
continues to address all aspects of this agenda.
It is recognised that it is important to engage and involve our residents
and partners in this ongoing plan, and input and ideas are always
welcomed. It is hoped that real changes will be soon be evident to the
benefit of both the local environmental and wider communities.
-----------Surrey Libraries – RBDigital Service
Among the benefits of the digital age is the online library. Books
are delivered direct to your device wherever you are and are
automatically returned on the due date, thus avoiding fines.
From 31 March 2020 Surrey Library service will make eBooks,
eAudiobooks, eMagazines and eComics available through the
RBdigital service.
If you are not already registered with RBdigital you can do so now
and start borrowing all the above for free. Visit the Surrey Libraries
website for links to register and download the App.
https://www.surreycc.gov.uk/libraries/borrow-or-renew/ebookseaudiobooks-emagazines
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Even if a road is identified it can be pushed further down the list over
the years if more serious issues are found on other roads which need
to be dealt with.
One of the issues Surrey has is the way Central Government funds
roads. This is done on a road length equation not a road usage
formula. Roads will last for years if you have very small amounts of
traffic going over them. In the more rural areas of Surrey where each
day there are only a couple of hundred cars travelling over a road
these vehicles will obviously not wear out the surface quickly.
However, this is not the case in Epsom & Ewell where tens of
thousands of cars use our roads daily due to the proximity of London.
Your local councillors have taken this issue up with the Cabinet
member for highways at SCC, Cllr Matt Furniss who once again has not
allocated more money to Epsom & Ewell even though the number of
road users compared to other boroughs in Surrey is far greater. Epsom
& Ewell has once again been given the smallest budget for 2020/21.
This is not based on road usage or population but on the number of
County Councillors the Borough has. An obsolete and ridiculous way of
allocating money when you consider Tandridge, which is 95% green
belt, is allocated £241k compared to the £217k for Epsom & Ewell.
I therefore think it appropriate to wait until the inspection has been
undertaken to find out what is needed and what might be done going
forward.
Councillor Surgeries
We hold our surgeries on the first Thursday of each month at 11am at
St Paul’s Church Centre in the community space coffee shop, 15
Northey Avenue, SM2 7HS. If you wish to meet and engage with one of
your local councillors please drop in to speak to us.
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Sarah Dewing, Chair of the EDMP says. “It is time that Emily Wilding
Davison is properly recognised for the part she played in bringing
about the Governments’ decision to give some women the right to
vote. It is due to her sacrifice, and that of many others, that women
today have equal rights in law, and opportunities to fulfil their
potential that Emily’s generation could only dream of.”
To find out more or to donate please visit
www.emilydavisonproject.org or find it on Instagram
@emilydavisonproject, on twitter @EmilyMemorial, or on the Emily
Davison Memorial Project Facebook page. You can also contact the
project via email on info@emilydavisonproject.org
New Bus Operators in Epsom
The tender results for the Epsom services currently operated by
Quality Line have been announced by Surrey County Council.
With effect from Saturday 4th April 2020 services will be operated by
the following operators:
Falcon Buses E5 - Watersedge-Epsom-Langley Vale
Metrobus E9 - Epsom-Park View-Clarendon Park-Livingston ParkManor Park circular
Metrobus E10 - Epsom-Manor Park-Noble Park
Falcon Buses E16 - Epsom-Stoneleigh-Worcester Park
Falcon Buses 408 - Epsom-Leatherhead-Cobham/Effingham
Metrobus currently operate routes 460/480 & 318 in Epsom whilst
Falcon, who currently operate in north west Surrey, will be a new
operator in Epsom.
Falcon Buses will be operating routes E5, E16 & 408 with brand new
Euro 6 low emission buses which are the cleanest diesel buses
available and will assist in working towards reducing air pollution.
As there is no change to any of the routes or timetables there’s no
reason not to have a smooth transition from Quality Line to the new
operators.
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